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From this halfway distance it took all sorts of strange forms
to his shameless mind. It took the shape of a huge "dropping"
of supermammoth dung.
It took the shape of an enormous seaweed-crusted shell, the
shell of the fish called Kraken, whom some dim motion of mon-
strous mate-lust had drawn up from the primeval slime of its
sea-bed.
It took the shape of that vast planetary Tortoise, upon whose
curved back, sealed with the convoluted inscriptions of the
Nameless Tao, rested the pillar of creation.
But above all as he surveyed that dark-green bulk rising at
the end of the long, narrow road he was compelled to think of the
mysterious nest of some gigantic jurassic-age bird-dragon, such
as, in this May sunshine, he could imagine even now hatching
its portentous egg.
"I'm damned if I don't believe," he said to himself at last,
"that this extraordinary ghost-smell he was making such a fuss
about does come from Maiden Castle!"
He decided not to breathe a word about this smell to his com-
panion 1 The last thing he wanted, just then, was to have to
listen to some interminable description of all the mystical smells
of the world, ending up with "the fishy fume of Asmodeus."
"I wonder/' he said to himself, "whether it really is pos-
sible that if Td come along this road ten thousand years ago
I should now be gazing up at the Cyclopean walls and towers
and temples and parapets of a great, peaceful city of a far
nobler civilization than ours, where war and torture and
vivisection were unknown, where neither the pleasures of
life were denied nor the paths to immortality discredited?"
His companion was walking along at his side without utter-
ing a word. Dud noticed, however, that as they passed that
halfway house, the fellow removed his cap and squeezed it
with some difficulty into his trouser pocket. Dud was sur-
prised to observe that Mr* Quinn carried no walking-stick.
It was on the tip of his tongue to ask him whether he never
used a stick or whether he only refrained from using one on
his excusions to Mai-Dun; but in place of this innocent re-
mark a much more important question leapt to his lips.
"May I ask you something very personal, sir?"
"Certainly, certainly, lad! By all means, my boy!"
"What was it that made you change your name from Enoch

